
Elevate 
your air.



Lennox is more than 
HVAC. It’s a promise.
We believe that the key to a healthy, comfortable home starts with the air with which 

we live and breathe. Our dedication to the pursuit of perfect air has been a driving force 
behind each and every innovation since 1895. We make the air cooler, warmer, dryer, 
cleaner and better with premium, award-winning systems that are exceptionally quiet 

and energy efficient.



It’s time to 
rethink your air.
These days, we go to all kinds of lengths to be healthy and relaxed. But what good is all that 
if our air isn’t as clean, healthy and comfortable as it should be? Because, the fact is, we don’t 

just breathe the air around us. We live in it.

With an innovative, efficient whole-home HVAC system from Lennox, every breath you take 
in delivers on our promise of perfect air. 

Air is Life. Make it Perfect.™



Elite® Series takes the Lennox® promise of exceptional comfort 

and performance to the next level. This superior product 
family delivers remarkable efficiency. It’s time to elevate your 
environment. It’s time for Elite.

Elevate Your Air.

This is 
versatile 
performance. 



Perfect Air/Comfort
Exceptional comfort. Elevate your expectations when it comes to pinpoint temperatures, 
smooth, quiet airflow and consistent comfort throughout your home.

Control it all with the versatile iComfort® E30 Smart Thermostat. This universal thermostat 
is completely integrated with proprietary controls, giving you easy access to comfort, 

convenience and energy savings.

Quiet Operation
Strong and silent. Made with advanced sound-absorbing materials, Elite Series products are 
designed to deliver perfect comfort at a noise level as minimal and calming as a subtle breeze.

Energy Efficiency
Elite Series products deliver remarkable efficiency through smart technology designed to 
balance both energy use and comfort.

Communicating/Smart
Create superior comfort. AirFlex™ design allows your dealer to adjust airflow to best match 
your lifestyle, home design and geographic location.

Craftsmanship
Next-level innovation and design. Elite Series products offer an exceptional combination of 
performance, efficiency and peace of mind.

And our innovative Quantum™ Coil—featuring a proprietary aluminum alloy exclusive to 
Lennox—has been rigorously tested to weather the harshest elements.

Here’s how the Elite® Series of air conditioners, heat pumps, furnaces, air handlers and 

controls work to elevate your air.



Discover our next-level 
collection.
Elevate your air even more with a complete system. While amazing on their own, combining 
the best of everything the Elite® Series has to offer delivers exceptional comfort.

iComfort® E30 Smart Thermostat

PureAir™ Purification System1
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EL296V Gas Furnace*

XC20 Air Conditioner/ XP20 Heat Pump*

1
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2
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* The XC20/XP20 come with advanced communicating features, which require them being paired with the iComfort S30 Ultra Smart Thermostat.  
This upgrade will also maximize the communication capabilities of the EL296V pictured, but is not required.



Explore all the ways 
to elevate your air.



We have higher standards. 
Others think so, too.
Year after year, leading institutions choose to award Lennox for its innovative initiatives 

in product design which helps homeowners define what perfect air means to them. 
Below you’ll find a few of the recognitions we’ve recently received.

Learn more at Lennox.com

Follow us on social:

@lennoxair         @lennox         @lennoxair
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